


 Experience cannot not be bought nor can it be 
gifted to you. 



 Types of Equipment 

 Self Propelled Equipment (tractors, combines 
etc.) 

 Drawn farm implements (balers, cutters 
sprayers etc.) 

  



 Beware of crops burning in the hopper 

 Hot dripping oils from burning crops 

 Sharp glass 

 Unstable platforms 

 Sharp overhead objects 

 Hazardous materials i.e fuels, herbicides, 
pesticides and other agriculture chemicals 

 Remote locations (let someone know your location 
and start and end time) 

 Beware of snakes and rodents (they probably wont 
hurt you but your reaction may hurt yourself)  



 Fluid leaks 

 Bearing failure 

 Hot exhaust components 

 Ingesting foreign material  

 Debris build up  

 Rodents, birds, nesting  

 Poor upkeep and maintenance issues  

 Overhead power lines 

 Electrical systems, wiring harness and sharp 
edges  



 Clean harvest equipment and tractors daily (sometimes 
several times a day) 

 Address fluid leaks and repair 
 Keep equipment maintained and lubricated. 
 If equipped, open circuit from batteries when parked 

overnight 
 Do a walk around inspection prior to using equipment 
 Inspect hot surface components daily for debris build up 
 Maintain and keep fire extinguishers on equipment 
 Educate employees on fire prevention and equipment use 
 Keep water trailer in field if possible when operating 

harvest equipment 
 



 Electrical sources (single or multiple battery system) 
 Hot Surfaces (exhaust manifolds, turbo chargers) are shields 

in place? Check ducts for directional air flow from the fan. Is 
there a common build up area on the platform? 

 Mechanical sparks: usually short duration events (foreign 
metal picked up, broken spindles on cotton pickers etc.) 

 Friction (brakes: parking brake not released or overuse of 
brakes, slip clutch: excessive forces on the drive system by 
choking from excess crop creating friction, rotating shafts: 
vegetation and residue build up around rotating shafts, 
rotating bearings: may fail from lack of lubrication or miss 
aligned shaft or roller. 

 Open flames (burn off of field, arson) 



 Camera 

 Ladder 

 Fire boots 

 Tape measure 

 Wrenches 

 Cutting torch 

 Cordless drills  

 Four wheeler 

 Evidence cans for debris and fluid samples 

 Owners and operators manuals 

 



 Mostly rural volunteer fire departments respond to 
these fires in remote areas and response times may 
vary from 30 minutes to an hour. 

 Some machines may have as much as 300 gallons of 
fuel in a poly tank that adds a considerable amount of 
fuel load to your scene. 

 Crops in hoppers continue to burn for days and tires 
may still be smoldering at the time of your inspection 

 Multiple potential ignition sources and many different 
types of fuel loads may be in the area of origin 

 Conditions (fields may be flooded, muddy) 
 Sometimes there is a language barrier with immigrant 

labor force 
 
 



 Use the Scientific Method and NFPA 921 as a guide 

 Always speak with the operator and any eye witness. Where did they first see fire? How was 
the equipment operating? How long had it been operating? What mechanical issues or recent 
work had been done? Did they video or take pictures of the fire? The eye witness can make 
your case even on the badly burned cases.  

 Inspect all bearings 

 Inspect conductors routed from the battery to starter 

 Inspect the rotor on a combine, bale chamber on a baler and inside the row units (picking 
heads) on a cotton picker 

 Look for anything out of place or out of the ordinary 

 Look for nesting near hot surface components 

 Speak with local service dealers about fire trends on equipment 

 You will have to develop sometimes multiple hypothesis and may not prove any of them. You 
can and will learn something from every inspection that may help solve your next case. 

 Keep trends and similar fires in mind when looking at the same make and model  of 
equipment over and over again 

 Your first 8 photos help document the rest if done correctly. Photograph all the way around the 
machine 

 Check on line farm equipment forums for fire related equipment problems 

 

 



 Document the crop being harvested. Hay: are the bales 
oversized? Are they lop sided? Row crops: is the crop clean 
free of weeds? Is the crop poor with low yields? Were they 
on the last field or row of the season? 

 Is the operators version of what happened consistent with 
the evidence? Does the story make sense? 

 Look at exemplars. Especially helpful if farmer has an 
identical model. How is the upkeep on it? Does it have any 
after market equipment that wasn’t reported on the one that 
burned? 

 Review service dealers records if available. Could be helpful 
in documenting number of hours and recent repairs. 

 Document serial numbers and call dealer for location if you 
cannot find. Does it match the one you have the assignment 
on? 




































































































